**STIRRUP SPACING**

- **D20**
- **MATCH**

**OPTIONAL NOTCHED END DETAIL**

- **NOTE:** For optional notched end detail only.

**SECTION C-C**

**SECTION D-D**

**SECTION E-E**

**INTERMEDIATE DIAPHRAGM**

**INTERMEDIATE DIAPHRAGM**

**OPTIONAL NOTCHED END DETAIL**

- **NOTE:** Girder end block with notch shown, optional girder end block without notch similar.

**NOTE:** Diaphragm may be vertical or normal to deck grade.

**DETAIL A**

**DETAIL B**

- **NOTE:** For optional notched end detail only.

**DETAIL C**

**NOTES:**

1. For details not shown, see `SECTION A-A' and `TYPICAL GIRDER SECTION' on "PC/PRETENSIONED I GIRDER (MISC DETAILS)".

2. **DIMENSION MAY BE INCREASED WHEN INSERT ASSEMBLY IS USED AT END BLOCK**

**WELDED WIRE REINFORCEMENT (WWR) ALTERNATIVE**

**NOTES:**

1. **DIMENSION MAY BE INCREASED WHEN INSERT ASSEMBLY IS USED AT END BLOCK**

2. **BOLT 1"Ø x 1'-0" (Max) 4'-0"**

**MIN**

**EXTerior GIRDER**

**OUTSIDE FACE OF EXTENSION GIRDER**

**INTERMEDIATE DIAPHRAGM**

**NOTE:** For optional notched end detail only.